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Abstract

Higher derived categories of exact categories are defined by localizing the category of
multi-chain complexes. The main objective of this paper is to prove that higher derived
categories of abelian categories are idempotent complete.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we study higher derived categories of abelian categories. The n-th derived
category of an exact category E is defined by localizing the category of n-th multi-complexes
on E . More precisely saying that let Chn

b (E) be the category of bounded n-th multi-complexes
on E . There is the totalized functor

Tot : Chn
b (E) → Ch1

b(E).

A complex x• in Chn
b (E) is called totalized acyclic if Totx• is an acyclic complex in Ch1

b(E). We
write the full subcategory of totalized acyclic complexes in Chn

b (E) by Acyn
b (E). A morphism

f• : x• → y• in Chn
b (E) is called totalized quasi-isomorphism (or shortly tqis) if Tot f• :

Totx• → Tot y• is a quasi-isomorphism and we write the class of totalized quasi-isomorphisms
in Chn

b (E) by tnqis. We define the n-th bounded derived category of E by localizing Chn
b (E)

with tnqis.
Dn

b (E) := tnqis−1 Chn
b (E).

We can prove that the functor Tot induces the category equivalence (For example, see 2.7):

Tot : Dn
b (E) ≃→ D1

b(E).

Therefore there are no new informations of E in Dn
b (E). But if we imitate the argument above,

one can also define the category of the n-th unbounded derived category of E as in the following
way. First we consider Chn(E) as the category of chain complexes on Chn−1(E). Namely we
have an identification

Chn(E) = Ch1(Chn−1(E)). (1)

Then we can define the usual derived category of Chn−1(E), D(Chn−1(E)). There is the
canonical projection functor π : Chn(E) → D(Chn−1(E)). We define the n-th unbounded
derived category of E by localizing D(Chn−1(E)) with π(Acyn

b (E)).

Dn(E) := D(Chn−1(E))/π(Acyn
b (E)).

The definition of the unbounded derived category above is depend upon the identification (1).
But we can prove the following.
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Theorem 1.1 (Corollary 3.10). The higher derived categories of exact categories have natural
triangulated categorical structure.

In [HM10], we recognize negative K-groups of an exact categories as obstruction groups of
idempotent completeness of higher derived categories as follows:

Theorem 1.2. For any positive integer n and an essentially small exact category E, K−n(E)
is trivial if and only if Dn(E) is idempotent complete.

For the case of n = 1, the theorem above is proven by Schlichting in [Sch06]. Therefore it is
important to investigate idempotent completeness of unbounded derived categories of certain
exact categories. The main theorem in the paper is the following:

Theorem 1.3 (Corollary 4.6). For any positive integer n and an essentially small abelian
category A, Dn(A) is idempotent complete. In particular, negative K-groups of A is trivial.

The last assertion in the theorem above is conjectured by Schlichting in Ibid. For n = 1,
theorem above is proven by Schlichting in [Sch06]. In the paper, to reach at the main theorem as
soon as possible, we only treat with higher derived categories of abelian categories. For general
exact categories, we need more careful arguments about the notion of quasi-isomorphisms and
the truncation functors on complexes. We will deal with the topics in the next paper [Hig]. A
relationship of negative K-groups and higher derived categories are studied in [HM10].

Acknowledgements. The author wish to express his deep gratitude to Seidai Yasuda for
stimulating discussions.

2 Derived Gillet-Waldhausen theorem

2.1. A complicial category, we mean the full subcategory of chain complexes on an abelian
category which is closed under the formation taking degree-shift and the canonical mapping
cone. A complicial biWaldhausen category, we mean, a pair of complicial category C and
the class of morphisms w in C which contains every quasi-isomorphisms, satisfies 2 out of 3,
extensional axioms. w is called the class of weak equivalences. Here 2 out of 3, extensional
axioms, we mean the following.

2 out of 3: For composable morphisms x
f→ y

g→ z in C, if two of f , g and gf are in w, the
other one is also in w.

Extensional: For the commutative diagram of degree-wised split exact sequence in C below,

x //

a

��

y

b

��

// z

c

��

x // y // z

if a, c are in w, then b is also in w.

By [HM10, 2.1] or [GJ99, 8.8], we turn out that w is proper, that is, it is closed under co-
base (resp. base) change of degree-wised split monomorphisms (resp. epimorphisms). Every
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morphisms in C is functorially factor through a degree-wised split monomorphism with a mor-
phism in w (resp. a morphism in w with a degree-wised split epimorphism.) w also satisfies
the gluing axiom in [Wal85] by taking the class of degree wised-split monomorphisms as the
class of cofibrations and its dual version the co-gluing axioms. Namely, the co-gluing axiom
is corresponding to the gluing axiom for (Cop, wop). We also turn out that w−1 C becomes
a triangulated category naturally. (See [TT90, 1.9]). A complicial functor between compli-
cial categories f : C → C′ is an additive functor which preserves the canonical mapping cone
and degree-wised split exact sequences. A complicial functor between complicial biWaldhausen
categories f : (C, w) → (C′, w′) is a complicial functor between underlying complicial cate-
gories and preserves the class of weak equivalences. Then f induces the triangulated functor
w−1 C → w′−1 C′.

2.2. Let (C, w) be a complicial biWaldhausen category. A complex x• in C is w-trivial if the
canonical map 0 → x is in w. We denote the full subcategory of w-trivial complexes in C by Cw.
By 2.1, we turn out that Cw is closed under degree shift and the canonical mapping cone and
therefore Cw itself becomes a complicial category. For a complicial category C, we denote its
homotopy category by C. Namely the class of object in C is same as C and the class of morphisms
in C is the class of chain homotopic classes of morphisms in C. The composition of morphisms
is induced from C. It is well-known that C becomes a triangulated category naturally. By the
universal property of localization, we can easily check that the equivalence w−1 C ≃→ C/Cw.

2.3. For a complicial biWaldhausen category (C, w), w is called thick if it is closed under retracts
in the category of morphisms. Then we can easily check that Cw is a thick subcategory of C.

One can easily prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let C be a complicial category, (C′, w) a complicial biWaldhausen category and
f : C → C′ a complicial functor. Then if f−1(w) contains every quasi-isomorphisms in C,
(C, f−1(w)) is a complicial biWaldhausen category. Moreover if w is thick, then f−1(w) is also
thick.

Proposition 2.5 (Abstract Gillet-Waldhausen theorem). In the situation 2.4, we assume that
w is thick and f has a section i : C → C′ such that fi = id. Then f induces the category
equivalences.

f−1(w)−1 C ≃→ w−1 C′ .

Proof. Since i(w) ⊂ f−1(w), i induces the (non-necessary triangulated) functor on their lo-
calizations. Therefore the functor f̄ : f−1(w)−1 C → w−1 C′ is full and essentially surjective.
Since f−1(w) is thick, f̄ has the trivial kernel. Therefore by the homomorphisms theorem for
triangulated categories 2.6 below, we turn out that f̄ is a category equivalence.

Proposition 2.6. (c.f [Bal07, 3.18]) For a triangulated functor f : T → T ′ between triangulated
categories, if f is full, essentially surjective and has the trivial kernel, then f is a category
equivalence.

Example 2.7. Let A be an abelian category. Then since Tot : Chn
b (A) → Ch1

b(A) has a
section Ch1

b(A) → Chn
b (A), we get the equivalence

Tot : Dn
b (A) ≃→ Db(A).

3 Characterization of totalized acyclic complexes

In this section, let us fix an abelian category A. The main objective of this section is to give
a characterization of totalized acyclic complexes. Let us fix a positive integer n > 1 and an
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identification
Chn

b (A) = Ch1
b(Chn−1

b (A)).

For simplicity, we put B = Chn−1
b (A). There is the canonical projection functor from Ch1

b(B)
to the usual bounded derived category of B, π : Chn

b (A) → Db(B).

Proposition 3.1. For a complex x• in Chn
b (A), x• is in Acyn

b (A) if and only if there are a
complex y• in Ch1(Acyn−1

b (A)) and zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms between x• and y•.

Proof. The proof is decomposed into several steps.

3.2. Let us assume that we have a complex y• in Ch1(Acyn−1
b (A)) and zig-zag of quasi-

isomorphisms between x• and y•. Since Tot preserves quasi-isomorphisms, Totx• and Tot y•
also are connected by zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms in Ch1(A). Obviously Tot y• is acyclic
and therefore Totx• is also. Hence x• is a totalized acyclic complex.

3.3. Before proving the converse assertion, let X be the full subcategory of those complexes in
Chn

b (A) which are connected by zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms with complexes in Ch1(Acyn−1
b (A)).

Namely X is π−1 of the triangulated subcategory of Db(B) generated by π(Ch1(Acyn−1
b (A))).

We investigate properties of X . Obviously X is closed under quasi-isomorphisms. Namely, if
z• is in X and y• is quasi-isomorphic to z•, then y• is also in X . Moreover one can easily check
that for any degree-wised split exact sequence x• ½ y• ³ z•, if two of x•, y• and z• are in X ,
then the other one is also in X .

3.4. A morphism f• : x• → y• in Ch1(B) is a quasi totalized quasi-isomorphism if its mapping

cone ConeCh1(B) f• is in X . For any composable morphisms x•
f•→ y•

g•→ z• in Ch1(B), we have
the degree-wised split exact sequence Cone f• ½ Cone g•f• ⊕ Cone idy• ³Cone g•. Therefore
by the observations in 3.3, we turn out that the class of quasi totalized quasi-isomorphisms qt
satisfies the 2 out of 3 axiom. We also notice that a complex z• in Ch1(B) is in X if and only
if the canonical morphism 0 → z• is in qt. Now we turn out that X is closed under qt. Namely
if z• is in X and y• is connected with z• by zig-zag of quasi totalized quasi-isomorphisms, then
y• is also in X .

3.5. A morphism f• : x• → y• in Ch1(B) is a level totalized quasi-isomorphism if for each m,
fm : xm → ym is a totalized quasi-isomorphism in B. It is equivalent to the assertion that for
each m, ConeB fm is in Acyn−1

b (A) where ConeB is the canonical mapping cone functor on B.
We write the complex [· · · → ConeB fm → ConeB fm−1 → · · · ] by ConeB f•. In particular for
any complex z• in Chn

b (A), we write ConeB idz• by CB(z•) or shortly C(z•). For any z• in
Chn(A) and any integer k, since C(z•)k = CB(zk) is contractible, it is in Ch1(Acyn−1

b (A)).

3.6. We claim that if a morphism f• : x• → y• in Ch1(B) is a level totalized quasi-isomorphism,
then f• is a quasi totalized quasi-isomorphism. For let us consider the push-outs diagram below

x• //

f•

��

Cx•

��

y• // ConeB f• .

If we consider it as the morphism of complexes [x•
f•→ y•] → [Cx• → ConeB f•] in Ch1

b(Chn
b (A)),

then by [Kel90, p.406 1st step], it is a quasi-isomorphism. By taking both totalization, we get
the quasi-isomorphism ConeChn(A) f• → Tot[Cx• → ConeB f•]. Since by assumption ConeB f•
is in Ch1(Acyn−1

b (A)), we turn out that ConeChn(A) f• is in X . Hence we prove the claim.
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3.7. Let us fix the totalized functor Tot : Ch1(B) → B. Notice that if x• in Ch1(B) is
a totalized acyclic, then Totx• is in Acyn−1

b (A). Now we give an algorithm to connect any
totalized acyclic complex with a complex in Ch1(Acyn−1

b (A)) by zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms
and level totalized quasi-isomorphisms. Let x• be a totalized acyclic complex [· · · → 0 → xn →
xn−1 → · · · ]. Then we have the following morphisms of complexes

xn //

dn

��

C(xn)

��

0oo

��

xn−1 //

dn−1

��

ConeB dn−1

��

ConeB dn−1

��

id
oo

xn−2

dn−2
��

id
// xn−2

dn−2
��

xn−2
id

oo

dn−2
��

...
...

...

where the left morphism is a quasi-isomorphism by the observation 3.6 and obviously the right
morphism is a level totalized quasi-isomorphism. By induction on length of a complex x•, x•
will finally reach at Totx•. Hence we get the result.

3.8. For a full subcategory of Chn(A), for example C = Ch1
±(B) and so on, as in the intro-

duction, we can also define tnqis on C as in the following way. Namely we consider its usual
derived category D±(B) etc. There is the canonical projection π : Ch1

#(B) → D#(B). We
denote π−1 of isomorphism closure of π(Acyn

b (A)) in D#(B) by Acyn
#(B). Here for a category

Y ⊂ X , the isomorphisms closure of Y in X is, we mean, the smallest full subcategory of X
which contains every object which is isomorphic to an object in Y. A morphism f• : x• → y•
is in tnqis if and only if its cone is in Acyn

#(B).

Corollary 3.9. The class of totalized quasi-isomorphisms tnqis in Chn
#(A) is thick. Here

# = b, ± and ∅.

Proof. For bounded case, since tnqis is just a pull-back of the class of quasi-isomorphisms by
the totalization functor, it is thick by 2.4. By definition, obviously tnqis is thick if and only
if Acyn

#(B) is closed under retractions. For general case, since every totalized acyclic com-
plex is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex, we turn out that it is homologically bounded.
Therefore by utilizing truncation functors, every totalized acyclic complex is connected with a
bounded totalized acyclic complex by zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms functorially. Therefore we
can reduce to the problem for bounded case.

Corollary 3.10. Dn(A) has canonical triangulated categorical structure.

Proof. There are n ways identification Chn(A) = Ch1(Chn−1(A)). Namely the n-th multi
complexes have the n directions and we can consider it as a complex of n − 1-th complexes
as j-direction j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Every identification determines the totalization functor Totj :
Chb(Chn(A)) → Chn(A) which induces an equivalence of derived categories by 2.5 and 3.9.
Since the derived category of Chb(Chn(A)) does not depend upon the identification above, we
notice that triangulated structure on Dn(A) also does not.
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Corollary 3.11. The notion of higher derived categories in [HM10] and in this paper is equiv-
alent.

Proof. In the paper [HM10], by the notation 3.3, we define Dn(A) as D(B)/π(X ). But we have
proven π(X ) is equivalent to π(Acyn

b (A)) in D(B). Hence we get the result.

4 Higher derived categories of abelian categories

In this section, we study higher derived categories of abelian categories.

4.1. A complicial category (resp. complicial biWaldhausen category) is abelian if its underlying
category is abelian. Let us fix an complicial abelian biWaldhausen category (A, w). There is
the totalized functor Tot : Ch1

b(A) → A. We put tw := Tot−1(w) and call it the class of
totalized weak equivalences. As in 3.8, we also define tw on Ch+(A) in the following way. Let
us consider the usual derived category of A and the projection functor Ch+(A) → D+(A) and
let Acyw

+(A) be π−1 of the full subcategory of isomorphisms closure of (Chb(A))tw in D+(A).
A morphism f• : x• → y• is a totalized weak equivalence if its cone is in Acyw

+(A).

Now we prove the following proposition which is a variant of Theorem 2.8 in [BS01].

Proposition 4.2. Let (A, w) be a complicial abelian biWaldhausen category. Assume that tw
is thick in Ch+(A) and contains all quasi-isomorphism. Then Db(A; w) := tw−1Chb(A) is
idempotent complete.

Proof. We can imitate the proof of 2.8 in [BS01]. Now we give brief out lines. The proof is
decomposed into several steps.

4.3. Let us recall the result in [Tho97, 2.1, 2.3]. For a triangulated category T , if the
Grothendieck group of its idempotent completion is trivial, then T is idempotent complete.
Now utilizing the result above to D+(A; w) := tw−1 Ch+(A), we turn out that D+(A;w) is
idempotent complete. Here to prove K0(D+(A; w)∼) is trivial, we use Eilenberg swindle.

4.4. Next we intend to prove that the canonical functor

Db(A; w) → D+(A; w) (2)

is fully faithful. For the usual derived categories, it is well-known that the canonical func-
tor Db(A) → D+(A) is fully faithful. Then since we have the isomorphism D#(A; w) =
D#(A)/π(Acyw

b (A)), by [Kel96, 10.3], we also notice that (2) is fully faithful.

4.5. For an object x in Db(A; w) and an idempotent p of x, we have a decomposition x
≃→

y ⊕ z such that p becomes
(

1 0
0 0

)
on y ⊕ z. By assumption, an isomorphism in D+(A; w) is

represented by the totalized weak equivalences x → u ← y ⊕ z. Since x is bounded, we turn
out that u, y and z is also homologically bounded. By utilizing the truncation functor, we can
replace u and y and z with its truncations by connecting of quasi-isomorphisms functorially.
Since a quasi-isomorphism is a totalized weak equivalences, we get the desired decomposition
in Db. hence we get the result.
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Corollary 4.6. For any positive integer n and an abelian category A, Dn(A) is idempotent
complete.

Proof. Now let us consider the complicial abelian biWaldhausen category (Chn(A), tnqis).
Since tn+1qis on Chb(Chn(A)) is thick by 3.9, we can apply 4.2 to (Chn(A), tnqis). Therefore
we turn out that Db(Chn(A); tnqis) ≃→ Dn(A) is idempotent complete .
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